NETTCO i-Series Mixer
Additional Options Available
Expanded to cover a wider range of applications

Bung Adaptor
Allows for mixing in drums by fitting securely into the opening of the lid without the need for clamps or support brackets.

- Attaches to base module
- For use on standard drum with a 2" NPT bung
- Stainless Steel construction to prevent corrosion

Sanitary Flange Mechanical Seal Assembly
Clamps to sanitary tank flanges for a simple, clean connection when a mechanical seal is required.

- Attaches to base module
- 3", 4", and 6" Sanitary Flange designs available
- Single dry-running mechanical seal good for 50 PSI (340kPa) tank pressure
- Stainless Steel construction to prevent corrosion
Sanitary Flange Lip Seal

Clamps to sanitary tank flanges for a simple, clean connection when a low pressure sealing device is required.

- Attaches to base module
- 3”, 4”, and 6” Sanitary Flange designs available
- Food grade lip seal good for 25 PSI (170kPa) tank pressure
- Stainless Steel construction to prevent corrosion

Angle Riser

Available on open tank units for off-center positioning of the mixer.

- For use with the Fixed-Mount Open Tank Module
- Available in both a 7° and 10° option
- May allow elimination of baffles

Air Motor Option

Operates wherever compressed air is required or available.

- 3 sizes of Air motors available
- Safe for use in flammable or explosive environments
- Air control valve varies speed
- Light weight design for easy handling
- Available for all mounting configurations
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